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A B S T R A C T 

We present new ALMA Band 7 observations of the edge-on debris disc around the M1V star GSC 07396-00759. At ∼20 Myr 
old and in the β Pictoris Moving Group along with AU Mic, GSC 07396-00759 joins it in the handful of low-mass M-dwarf 
discs to be resolved in the sub-mm. With previous VLT/SPHERE scattered light observations, we present a multiwavelength 

view of the dust distribution within the system under the effects of stellar wind forces. We find the mm dust grains to be well 
described by a Gaussian torus at 70 au with a full width at half-maximum of 48 au and we do not detect the presence of CO in the 
system. Our ALMA model radius is significantly smaller than the radius derived from polarimetric scattered light observations, 
implying complex behaviour in the scattering phase function. The brightness asymmetry in the disc observed in scattered light is 
not reco v ered in the ALMA observ ations, implying that the physical mechanism only af fects smaller grain sizes. High-resolution 

follo w-up observ ations of the system would allow investigation into its unique dust features as well as provide a true coe v al 
comparison for its smaller sibling AU Mic, singularly well-observed amongst M-dwarfs systems. 

Key words: circumstellar matter – stars: individual: GSC 07396-00759 – planetary systems – submillimetre: planetary systems. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

any stars are host to discs of circumstellar matter. While the host
tar is still very young ( � 10 Myr), these discs are composed of
rimordial dust and gas from the initial molecular cloud, and emit
ight in the near-infrared to millimetre ranges. As the discs age,
hey lose their gaseous material to leave behind some dust and any
lanetesimals that have formed. The collisional grinding of these
lanetesimals produces cold secondary dust that is observed in the
ar-infrared to millimetre and is classified as a debris disc (e.g. Wyatt
008 ; Hughes, Duchene & Matthews 2018 ). The dust produced by
lanetesimal collisions in a debris disc is constantly remo v ed by
adiation pressure as well as Poynting–Robertson drag and stellar
ind forces, stellar wind forces being dominant o v er radiation
 E-mail: patrick.cronin-coltsmann@warwick.ac.uk 
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ressure for grain removal around low-luminosity M-dwarfs (e.g.
yatt et al. 1999 ; Plavchan, Jura & Lipscy 2005 ; Augereau &
eust 2006 ; Th ́ebault & Wu 2008 ; Reidemeister et al. 2011 ). The
efining observable features of a debris disc are typically a fractional
uminosity L disc / L � of ≤10 −2 , a lack of large amounts of warm dust
mitting in the near-IR, and a lack of large quantities of H 2 gas. If
ny gas is present, e.g. CO, it is usually considered to be secondary,
aving also been released by planetesimal collisions (e.g. Marino
t al. 2016 ; Matr ̀a et al. 2017 , 2019a ; Kral et al. 2019 ). 

The Herschel DEBRIS surv e y detected debris discs around 17
ercent of nearby main-sequence FGK-type stars (Sibthorpe et al.
018 ), but found only 2 discs from 89 M-dwarfs (Lestrade et al.
012 ; Kennedy et al. 2013 ). However, a later Herschel survey of
1 planet-hosting late-type stars, of which 18 were M-dwarfs, with
pproximately twice the sensitivity to fractional luminosity as the
EBRIS surv e y detected 3 discs (Kennedy et al. 2018 ). There is

hus an open question (e.g. Plavchan et al. 2005 , 2009 ; Gautier et al.
© 2022 The Author(s). 
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007 ; Heng & Malik 2013 ; Binks & Jeffries 2017 ; Luppe et al. 2020 )
s to whether so few M-dwarf discs have been detected because 
hey represent a fundamentally rarer and/or lower mass population 
o those of earlier type hosts, or whether the low luminosity of
he host M-dwarfs, resulting in low disc fluxes and temperatures, 
inders a similar population from being detectable. Later type stars 
ave a measured increase in planet occurrence rate (e.g. Bonfils 
t al. 2013 ; Dressing & Charbonneau 2015 ; Mulders, Pascucci &
pai 2015 ), which hints that perhaps efficient planet formation 

an affect the incipient debris disc by using up rocky material. 
lternative scenarios for decreasing disc occurrence around late- 

ype stars include material stripping from stellar encounters (Lestrade 
t al. 2011 ), photoe v aporation of the primordial disc while the star is
till present within its early cluster environment (Adams et al. 2004 )
nd removal of dust by stellar-wind drag (Plavchan et al. 2009 ). With
o fe w kno wn M-dwarf discs, it is important then to understand as
ully as possible the discs that we do know and that we have well
maged. 

For a long period of time, the well-imaged representative of 
-dwarf discs has been the M1V star AU Microscopii. The excess 

f infrared radiation, the hallmark of circumstellar material, of 
U Mic was first detected with IRAS (Moshir et al. 1990 ). Only
.72 ± 0.04 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018 ) distant and with
 fractional luminosity of 4 × 10 −4 (Matthews et al. 2015 ), 
U Mic has been subject to detailed study ever since at a range of
avelengths observing both thermal emission and optical/Near-IR 

cattered light (e.g. Kalas, Liu & Matthews 2004 ; Augereau & 

eust 2006 ; Graham, Kalas & Matthews 2007 ; MacGregor et al.
013 ; Schneider et al. 2014 ; Matthews et al. 2015 ; Wang et al. 2015 ;
isniewski et al. 2019 ). 
These high-resolution multiwavelength views have resulted in 
yriad disco v eries about the disc’s physics. F or e xample, Strubbe
 Chiang ( 2006 ) devise a ’birth ring’ model for AU Mic where a

arent population of planetesimals at 43 au produces micrometer 
ize dust grains that are then transported inwards by stellar wind 
rag and Poynting–Robertson drag, and outwards by radiation 
ressure and stellar wind ram pressure. Boccaletti et al. ( 2015 , 2018 ),
rady et al. ( 2020 ) observ e fast-mo ving dust features in scattered

ight travelling outwards along the disc, possibly dust ’avalanches’ 
riginating from the point of intersection of the birth ring and a
econd, inclined ring lefto v er from the catastrophic disruption of
 large planetesimal (Chiang & Fung 2017 ) or material released 
rom a parent body on a Keplerian orbit closer to the star (Sezestre
t al. 2017 ). Daley et al. ( 2019 ) were able to estimate the sizes
nd masses of bodies within the disc through resolving its vertical 
tructure. 

These works highlight the value of obtaining resolved images 
n both thermal emission and scattered light. Fomalhaut C is as of
et the only other M-dwarf to have a fully resolved debris disc
n thermal emission (Cronin-Coltsmann et al. 2021 ). Ho we ver, the
isc was not detected with either HST /STIS nor VLT/SPHERE, the 
tar is twenty times the age of AU Mic and the system may have
 complicated disc-affecting dynamical history with its associated 
tars Fomalhaut A and B (Shannon, Clarke & Wyatt 2014 ). The
omplexity of the Fomalhaut system precludes Fomalhaut C from 

eing a good representative. With so much learned from the single 
ystem of AU Mic, it becomes increasingly valuable to have true 
oe v al systems to compare AU Mic with and so that what we know
f A U Mic’ s disc can be put into context. 
As debris discs age, they deplete their reservoirs of planetesimals 

nd are able to replenish less and less dust, meaning o v er time they
ecome less bright (Decin et al. 2003 ; Rieke et al. 2005 ). In part,
U Mic owes its large fractional luminosity to its youth. AU Mic
s a member of the β Pictoris Moving Group (BPMG), a young
 ∼20 Myr, Bell, Mamajek & Naylor 2015 ; Miret-Roig et al. 2020 )
nd nearby ( � 100 pc, Shkolnik et al. 2017 ) association of stars.
 a wellek et al. ( 2021 ) find a 75 per cent occurrence rate of discs
round F-type stars in the BPMG, a significantly higher rate than for
eld stars. 
An excellent place to search for AU Mic analogues is thus the

PMG, from which recently the late-type K7/M0 star CPD-72 2713 
Mo ́or et al. 2020 ; Tanner et al. 2020 ) and the K1 star BD + 45 ◦ 598
Hinkley et al. 2021 ) have also recently had debris discs identified. In
otal, 35 M-dwarfs in the BPMG have recently been observed in Band
 with ALMA (Cronin-Coltsmann et al. in preparation), yielding 
e veral ne w detections and one resolv ed disc. This resolv ed disc is
SC 07396-00759, an M1V star at a distance of 71.4 pc. No WISE
id-IR excess is detected for GSC 07396-00759, nor for AU Mic,
aking ALMA the best option for both detection and characterisation 

f such M-dwarf debris discs. The disc of this star has been previously
maged in near-IR scattered light with VLT/SPHERE IRDIS in both 
otal intensity (Sissa et al. 2018 , hereafter S18 ; IRDIFS H2/H3) and
olarimetric (Adam et al. 2021 , hereafter A21; IRDIS DPI) modes,
nd is now detected for the first time in thermal emission. With a
ost star of similar spectral type and from the same young moving
roup, and therefore of very similar age, in addition to the disc being
dge on, resolved in the sub-mm and well imaged in scattered light,
SC 07396-00759’s disc is a near perfect twin to A U Mic’ s, finally
roviding a coe v al comparison. 
S18 ’s total intensity scattered light observations are subject to 

 strongly forward-scattering phase function that accentuates the 
rightness of the disc at small scattering angles and dims outer
eaches off the major-axis. They find that the observed disc spine
an be geometrically described up to 1.2 arcsec by an unflared disc
f radius 96 au and an inclination of 84 . ◦5 ± 3 . ◦6 as they demonstrate
n the lower panel of their Figure 2. They find a large brightness
symmetry, with the disc appearing brighter in the south-east by a
actor of ∼1.5–2. They also find ripples along the spine of the disc,
nd in the outer ranges of the disc they observe evidence of warp-
ike swept-back material, reminiscent of the swept-back ’wings’ of 
D 61005 (e.g. Schneider et al. 2014 ; Olofsson et al. 2016 ). 
S18 then forward model the volumetric dust-density distribution 

 ( r , z), as a double power law, see equation ( 2 ), and find that the disc
ensity peaks at r 0 = 70 ± 1 au and has a profile that is as expected
rom dust produced in a birth ring and pushed out by strong radial
orces (Strubbe & Chiang 2006 ). 

A21 also observe disc emission extending to 1.3 arcsec (93 au),
s well as a moderate brightness asymmetry by a factor of ∼ 1.4–
.6, and evidence of a warp in the disc on the north-west side. In
ontrast to S18 , A21 model the disc as dust grains originating from a
arent planetesimal belt at a radius r 0 with a Gaussian scale width δr ,
qui v alent to our equation ( 1 ). The dust grains then populate orbits
efined by their interaction with stellar wind and radiation pressure 
orces before the scattering phase function is applied to derive the
odels to compare with the data. 
Through their modelling A21 find disc properties consistent with 

18 except for a disc radius of 107 ± 2 au, but they find a de generac y
etween their model radius and the anisotropic scattering factor 
 , which for higher values weights scattering efficiency to smaller
cattering angles. A larger, more forward scattering g diminishes flux 
t the ansae and focuses it at the disc centre, allowing for a larger
odel radius while still accurately describing the data. A21 do rerun

heir modelling with the disc radius fixed to the S18 result of 70 au,
nd indeed a lower g is then fitted, ho we ver, the model residuals are
MNRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
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M

Table 1. Median disc parameters, �χ2 , and � BIC values for Gaussian and double power-law models. Best-fitting 
parameters for S18 ’s total intensity scattered light modelling and A21’s polarimetric scattered light modelling are also 
included for comparison. Uncertainties are the 16th and 84th percentiles. Offsets are measured from the disc model 
centre to the Gaia DR2 location of the star at the time of observation. Upper limits are at 3 σ abo v e the mean, i.e. the 
99.87th percentile. The disc flux uncertainty includes the 10 per cent ALMA flux calibration uncertainty. The e cos ( ω) 
upper limit includes the ALMA astrometric precision. The e cos ( ω) upper limit is calculated from the projection of the 
offset vector along the major-axis of the disc. �χ2 , and � BIC v alues relati ve to Gaussian model with values 721281.0 
and 721384.6, respectively, calculated from a model produced using the median parameters. 

Parameter Gaussian Double power law Total intensity scattered light Polarimetric scattered light 

RA offset 
(arcsec) 

0 . 06 + 0 . 03 
−0 . 03 0 . 06 + 0 . 03 

−0 . 03 − −

Dec offset 
(arcsec) 

0 . 00 + 0 . 04 
−0 . 04 0 . 00 + 0 . 04 

−0 . 03 − −

e cos ( ω)3 σ
upper limit 

0.17 0.16 − −

Inclination ( ◦) 85 + 3 −3 85 + 3 −3 82 . 7 + 0 . 1 −0 . 1 84 . 3 0 . 3 −0 . 3 

PA ( ◦) −32 + 1 −1 −32 + 1 −1 −31 . 1 + 0 . 1 −0 . 1 −31 . 3 + 0 . 7 −0 . 7 

Disc flux (mJy) 1 . 84 + 0 . 22 
−0 . 21 1 . 83 + 0 . 21 

−0 . 21 − −
Radius (au) 70 . 2 + 4 . 1 −4 . 7 77 . 7 + 8 . 0 −7 . 1 69 . 9 + 0 . 9 −0 . 8 107 + 2 −2 

Scale width 
(au) 

20 . 3 + 4 . 3 −4 . 1 − − 27 + 1 −1 

αin − 3 . 5 + 4 . 5 −1 . 9 2 . 8 + 0 . 2 −0 . 2 −
αout − −8 . 9 + 1 . 9 −2 . 0 −2 . 6 + 0 . 1 −0 . 1 −
N Parameters 8 9 − −
�χ2 0 + 1.9 − −
� BIC 0 + 14.9 − −
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oticeably poorer in the outer reaches of the disc: the lower radius
odel describes their data less well. 
A21 conclude that their new 107 au estimate of the reference

adius, i.e. the birth ring of planetesimals, is likely a better estimate
han S18 ’s 70 au radius. Both S18 ’s and A21’s best-fitting model
arameters can be found in Table 1 . 
Sub-mm observations trace larger dust grains that are less affected

y pressure forces and retain their orbits closer to where they were
roduced, thus tracing more directly the location of the planetesimal
irth ring. Resolved sub-mm observations such as those presented
n this paper serve a key role in breaking the de generac y between g
nd r 0 and solving the discrepancy between the total intensity and
olarimetric scattered light model radii. 
GSC 07396-00759 is itself a wide separation companion of the

ell-studied close-binary V4046 Sgr at a distance of 12300 au (Torres
t al. 2006 ; Kastner et al. 2011 ). V4046 Sgr possesses both a gas-rich
ircumbinary disc and evidence of ongoing accretion (e.g. Stempels
 Gahm 2004 ; Öberg et al. 2011 ; Rosenfeld et al. 2013 ; Rapson

t al. 2015 ; Kastner et al. 2018 ; D’Orazi et al. 2019 ; Martinez-
runner et al. 2022 ). The survi v al of the more primordial-like disc
f V4046 Sgr may be attributed to its binary nature, as Alexander
 2012 ) find close binaries to possess longer lived discs than single
tars. Nevertheless, the association of the two systems draws into
uestion the nature of the disc around GSC 07396-00759 which the
e w ALMA observ ations presented herein can shed further light on.
This paper presents the new Band 7 ALMA observations of

SC 07396-00759 in Section 2 , followed by a description of the
odelling process and modelling results in Section 3 and Section 4 .

n Section 5 , we present our analysis with respect to the previous
cattered light observations and we place the disc in the context of
oth the growing M-dwarf disc population and the wider debris disc
opulation across spectral types. 
NRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
 ALMA  OBSERVATI ONS  

SC 07396-00759 was observed with ALMA in Band 7 (0.87 mm,
45 GHz) on April 6th 2018 under project 2017.1.01583.S as part of a
arger surv e y of M-dwarfs in the β Pictoris Moving Group (Cronin-
oltsmann et al. in preparation). The observation used baselines

anging from 15 to 484 m and 43 antennae. The average precipitable
ater vapour was ∼0.75 mm. The total on source observing duration
as 16 min. QSOs J1826-2924 and J1924-2914 were used for

tmospheric and water vapour radiometer calibration; J1826-2924
as used for phase calibration; J1924-2914 was used for pointing,
ux and bandpass calibration. 
The spectral setup comprised four windows centred on 347.937,

35.937, 334.042, and 346.042 GHz with bandwidth 2 GHZ and
28 channels for all but the last with width 1.875 GHz and 3840
hannels. The last window was used to search for CO gas via the J
 3-2 emission line, which has also been detected in another young

ebris disc around the M-dwarf TWA 7 (Matr ̀a et al. 2019a ). 
The raw data were calibrated with the provided ALMA pipeline

cript in CASA version 5.1.2-4 (McMullin et al. 2007 ). To reduce the
ata volume, the visibilities were averaged in 30-s intervals and down
o two channels per spectral window for the continuum imaging. All
mages were generated with the CLEAN algorithm in CASA . 

.1 Continuum analysis 

ig. 1 shows a CLEAN image of GSC 07396-00759’s disc. We
se natural weightings for maximum signal to noise ratio (S/N).
his weighting gives a synthesized beam with major and minor

ull width at half-maxima (FWHM) of 0.68 arcsec (48.6 au) and
.55 arcsec (39.3 au), respectively, and a position angle (PA) of 66 . ◦4.
e identify the standard deviation in an annulus exterior to the disc to
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Figure 1. Naturally weighted CLEAN image of the disc around GSC 07396- 
00759. The ellipse in the lower left-hand corner shows the beam size of 
0.68 × 0.55 arcsec. The star is not detected. At a distance of 71.4 pc, the 
apparent disc radius is ∼70 au. Contours are drawn at ±2 σ , 4 σ , 6 σ , 8 σ , 10 σ
with 1 σ = 40 μJy beam 

−1 . The Gaia location of the star is marked with a 
+ at 273 ◦35 ′ 31 . ′′ 2 ± 0.26 mas −32 ◦46 ′ 11 . ′′ 09 ± 0.20 mas. Zero offset is the 
ALMA image phase centre at 273 ◦35 ′ 31 . ′′ 3 −32 ◦46 ′ 10 . ′′ 9 (J2000). 

Figure 2. Profile of the disc along its major-axis; the flux of the centre pixel 
along the disc major-axis is plotted in green, blue swathes show the RMS and 
a Gaussian with the same FWHM as the beam is plotted in orange at the peak 
radial flux. Zero separation is the best-fitting model centre from Section 3 . 
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e σ = 40 μJy beam 

−1 . This noise is uniform throughout the central
rea where the disc is detected and the primary beam correction there
s < 10 per cent . 

The disc is continuously detected with at least 4 σ and detection 
eaks at 10 σ at the disc ansae. It is apparent that the flux constitutes
 highly inclined ring with a radius of ∼1 arcsec and a PA of
−30 ◦; the disc is unresolved along the minor-axis and the emission

erpendicular to the major-axis appears to have a scale similar to the
eam size, thus limiting the disc’s maximum vertical extent to within 
0 au. The disc is radially resolved, as shown in Fig. 2 . The dip in
he profile of the disc at ∼1 arcsec on the north-west side is on the
cale of the beam, and therefore is likely the result of noise. As the
outh-east side only peaks 1 σ higher than the north-west, resulting in 
 difference in integrated flux of ∼ 10 per cent with integrated fluxes 
f ∼0.88 and ∼0.80 mJy , respectively , we conclude that there is not
trong evidence of asymmetry, but note that it was the south-east side
hat was significantly brighter in the scattered light observations of 
18 and A21. 

 M O D E L L I N G  

o extract probability distributions of the disc parameters, we fit 
odels directly to the u-v ALMA data. This is done by first creating
 three-dimensional disc model. A rotation from sky coordinates to 
odel coordinates is calculated and used to find the corresponding 
odel coordinate for each pixel in a volume centred on the star, and

he given parameters are consulted to identify the model flux at each
ixel location. This model disc is then collapsed into the sky plane
n order to create a two-dimensional image. 1 We use the GALARIO 

ackage (Tazzari, Beaujean & Testi 2018 ) to Fourier transform this
mage and to sample the u-v locations of the data to calculate a

2 . Posterior probability distributions of the model parameters are 
xplored with the EMCEE package (F oreman-Macke y et al. 2013 ),
n implementation of the Markov chain Monte Carlo method in 
ython. We initiate our models near the solutions of previous test
uns. We use 3000 steps and discard the first 2700 as the maximum
utocorrelation length of the parameter chains is 270 steps. We use
00 w alk ers and v erify that all the chains hav e conv erged upon 
ompletion. 

We first implement a simple Gaussian torus model, with param- 
ters defined by the following equation for a model dust volume
ensity distribution n ( r , z): 

 ( r, z) ∝ e 
− 1 

2 

(
r−r 0 
σr 

)2 

× e −z 2 / 2 h 2 , (1) 

here r 0 is the radius of peak flux, σ r is the Gaussian scale width
where the FWHM is 2.355 ∗σ r ) and h = r × tan ( ψ) and where ψ is
isc opening angle. In their scattered light modelling S18 use a fixed
 of 0.04, found by Th ́ebault ( 2009 ) to be the ’minimum natural
bserved aspect ratio’ for dust grains observed at visible to mid-IR
avelengths. Dust grains observed at mm wavelengths whose orbits 

re not affected by radial forces are not expected to conform to this
inimum aspect ratio, ho we ver, trialling a similar model with ψ as
 free parameter finds ψ unresolved in the ALMA data with a 3 σ
pper limit of 0.18. We thus choose to fix ψ to 0.04 in our modelling
or consistency with the modelling of S18 . 

Our second model follows the equation used in S18 for direct
omparison, i.e. a double power law with different density slopes 
nterior and exterior to r 0 : 

 ( r, z) ∝ 

[ (
r 

r 0 

)−2 a in 

+ 

(
r 

r 0 

)−2 a out 
] −1 / 2 

× e −z 2 / 2 h 2 , (2) 

here a in and a out are the inner and outer slopes, respectively. 
Both models possess a parameter for the total flux of the disc as

ell as an inclination, a PA and RA and Declination (Dec) offsets
f the disc model centre from the ALMA phase-centre. The ALMA
hase-centre is found to be slightly offset itself from the Gaia DR2
Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 , 2018 ) location of the star at the time
f observation. All subsequent reported offsets have had that Gaia 
o phase-centre offset subtracted such that the offset measurements 
re relative to the Gaia location at the time of observation. We also
nclude a parameter for scaling the weightings of the u-v data points
MNRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Naturally weighted dirty images of the residuals after subtracting the individual models. Left-hand panel: Gaussian model; Right-hand panel: double 
power-law model. Cyan contours show the models at 2 σ , 4 σ , 6 σ , 8 σ , 10 σ , and white contours show the residuals at −1 σ , −2 σ , 1 σ , 2 σ . The location of the star 
is marked with a + . Zero offset is the ALMA image phase centre at 273 ◦35 ′ 31 . ′′ 3 −32 ◦46 ′ 10 . ′′ 9 (J2000). The inset shows a zoom near the star to illustrate that 
the disc model centre uncertainty (yellow contours at 1 σ , 2 σ , 3 σ ) and the ALMA astrometric precision (grey circle centred on the stellar location, 1 σ ) are large 
enough that an offset is not significantly detected. 
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s their absolute uncertainty can be offset as described in Matr ̀a et al.
 2019b ) and Kennedy ( 2020 ). 

We calculate a na ̈ıve ’plane-of-sky’ eccentricity of the disc by
imply taking the offset vector in the plane of the sky and dividing by
he disc radius, and use the given offset and radius posteriors to form a
osterior distribution of eccentricities with uncertainty reported that
ncludes the uncertainty of ALMA’s astrometric precision (calculated
er section 10.5.2 of the ALMA Cycle 6 Technical Handbook, 2 to
ive 0.036 arcsec), the Gaia astrometric precision is negligible in
omparison at 0.33 mas. As the disc is highly inclined, we cannot
ccurately discern any offset perpendicular to the plane of the sky.
ecause the true eccentricity, e , could be larger if the pericenter were
ot 90 ◦ to the line of sight (i.e. if ω, the argument of pericentre, is
ot equal to 0 ◦), we do not quote an eccentricity measurement in
able 1 , and we instead provide a 3 σ upper limit on e cos ( ω), i.e. the
rojection of the eccentricity vector along the major-axis of the disc.
his upper limit is derived from the offset posterior distribution after

he dot product is taken between the offset vector and the unit vector
f the major-axis of the disc. 

 RESULTS  A N D  ANALYSIS  

.1 Gaussian torus model 

his simple model serves as the default hypothesis, tracing an az-
muthally symmetric parent planetesimal belt or ’birth ring’ localized
o one radius and with a radially symmetric dust distribution about
hat radius. Given the spatial resolution, the use of a Gaussian is
ot specific, equally a top-hat distribution or single power law could
ave been used (e.g. Kennedy et al. 2018 ), the important factors
NRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
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eing radial symmetry and a measure of disc width. The best-fitting
arameters are presented in Table 1 along with those of the double
ower-law model and S18 and A21’s scattered light models. The
orner plot derived from the modelling is presented in Fig. A1 . We
how a dirty image of the residuals after subtraction of a model
ormed from the medians of the posterior–parameter distribution,
ith the model contours o v erplotted, in Fig. 3 (left-hand panel). Fig. 3

left-hand panel) also contains an inset showing the distribution of
odel disc centres in comparison to the stellar location and ALMA

strometric precision. 
The residuals show no remaining structure, demonstrating that an

zimuthally and radially symmetric model fits the data well. Only a
ingle 2 σ residual o v erlaps with the bounds of the disc, a ne gativ e
esidual in the north-west. At 1–2 σ , this feature is likely noise and
ccounts for the shape of the disc profile, Fig. 2 . 

We use the median-parameter model to calculate a χ2 value of
21281.0 as well as calculating the Bayesian information criterion
BIC; Schwarz 1978 ) of 721384.5. The BIC penalizes models for
ncluding extra parameters to identify whether an impro v ement in

2 is justification to conclude a model is a significantly better fit to
he data. It is defined as BIC = χ2 + N Parameters × ln N dof , and as we fit
o a large number of visibilities ( N dof = 2 × N vis = 2 × 209 496) the
nclusion of even a single extra parameter imposes a large penalty. A
 BIC of greater than 6 is considered ’strong’ evidence and a � BIC

f greater than 10 is considered ’decisive’ evidence that the lower
alued model is significantly preferred to fit the data (Kass & Raftery
995 ). 
The median parameters of this disc model largely align well

ith the parameters found from S18 ’s and A21’s scattered light
odelling. The model inclination and PA are within 1 σ of both. Our

adius measurement is in significant agreement with the S18 model
nd significant disagreement with the A21 model. Our limit on the
isc’s Gaussian scale width is found to be consistent with A21’s
easurement. 
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Figure 4. Example flux spectral density distribution (SED) for the disc of 
GSC 07396-00759. Dots are measured fluxes and triangles are 3 σ upper 
limits. The stellar photosphere model is in blue and example blackbody 
distributions at 20 and 50 K are fitted through the ALMA flux in orange and 
green, respectively. With only one flux point measuring the thermal emission 
of the disc, a large range of temperatures and fractional luminosities could 
describe the disc. 
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We measure a median offset from the stellar position to the disc
odel centre of 5 . 0 + 2 . 1 

−1 . 7 au (before combination with the ∼2.6 au
LMA astrometric uncertainty), visualized in the inset of Fig. 3 

left-hand panel), this results in a median eccentricity of 0 . 08 + 0 . 05 
−0 . 04 

after combination with the ALMA astrometric uncertainty). The 
istribution of offsets is more constrained perpendicular to the major- 
xis of the inclined disc as smaller shifts in offset in this direction
ill mo v e comparativ ely more flux out of the bounds of the disc.
iven our modelling uncertainty and the sizeable ALMA astrometric 
ncertainty we conclude that this measurement is not significant 
vidence of underlying eccentricity. If an offset is present at this
agnitude, a higher resolution observation with smaller parameter 

ncertainty and a smaller pointing uncertainty would be able to make 
 significant measurement. We can instead place a 3 σ upper limit on
ccentricity along the major-axis of the disc, e cos ( ω), of 0.17. 

At this wavelength (0.87 mm) we measure the flux of the disc to
e 1 . 84 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 21 mJy (the uncertainties of which have been combined in
uadrature with the 10 per cent ALMA flux calibration uncertainty), 
hich informs our spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling in 
ection 4.3 . 

.2 Double power-law model 

his model serves as a direct comparison to S18 ’s scattered-light 
odel, to investigate whether the distribution of millimetre-sized 

ust grains, visible in sub-mm thermal emission, o v erlaps with, or is
imilar in shape to, the distribution of micrometre-sized dust grains, 
isible in the scattered light. 
Fig. 3 right displays the dirty residual image for this model. It is

mmediately apparent that the two models produce nearly indistin- 
uishable residuals, and this is attested to in the broad similarities of
he parameter distributions. The only significant departure between 
he two models is the larger radius of the double power-law model,
lthough this comes with almost twice the uncertainty in values 
nd remains consistent with the previous measurement. The median 
ccentricity of 0 . 07 + 0 . 03 

−0 . 03 and the e cos ( ω) upper limit of 0.16 are both
lightly smaller than the Gaussian’s model, but not significantly. 

A steep outer slope of αout ∼ −9, which is incongruous with S18 ’s
cattered light model, is found for this model which necessitates a 
arger radius to still account for the flux most distant from the centre.
he Gaussian distribution is comparatively wider and so can account 

or this flux without extending the radius, at the cost of a slightly
ncreased concentration of flux at the centre. A shallower outer 
lope would increase the flux at this distant range, but would also
ecessarily increase the flux beyond it, which would be inconsistent 
ith the data. This steep outer slope demonstrates a lack of evidence

or millimetre dust grains beyond a confined birth ring, i.e. the radial
orces of the system are too weak to transport the millimetre dust
rains as they have for the micrometre dust grains. 
The inner slope measurement is more similar to the scattered light 
odel, but has a very large uncertainty and so is not significant

vidence of physical similarity. 
The double power-law model is largely degenerate as shown in the 
odelling corner plot in Fig. A2 . Radius is degenerate with both αin 

nd αout , and αin and αout are degenerate with each other: a smaller 
adius with steeper αin and shallower αout fits the data as well as a
arger radius with shallower αin and steeper αout . 

This model is found to have both a larger χ2 and a significantly
arger BIC, these measures together with the significant degeneracies 
f the model, the large uncertainties in the unique parameters αin and 
out , and the similarity of the residual images, allow us to conclude

hat the model is unnecessarily complicated given the data. 
.3 Flux density distribution and fractional luminosity 
odelling 

n addition to the ALMA observations reported here, GSC 07396- 
0759 has been observed with Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 ,
018 ), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ), and WISE (Wright et al. 2010 ),
hich we use to constrain the properties of the stellar photosphere

nd disc using the SED-fitting method described by Yelverton et al.
 2019 ). 

Ho we ver, without spectral data points in the far-infrared from
nstruments such as Spitzer /MIPS or Herschel /PACS/SPIRE, the disc 
ED is poorly constrained. Fig. 4 demonstrates this problem with an
xample 50K blackbody distribution plotted through the measured 
LMA flux; with only a single data point for the disc’s thermal

mission, in the sub-mm at the tail of the distribution, a large range
f disc temperatures and luminosities can be fitted. Some constraints 
re still possible, as a dust temperature significantly greater than 50K
ould result in greater mid-infrared emission than is observed with 
ISE . 
To provide a stronger constraint on fractional luminosity and 

emperature, we model the disc emission with a more physical 
odel using realistic grain optical properties and a size distribution 

e.g. Augereau et al. 1999 ; Wyatt & Dent 2002 ). Here, we assume
stronomical silicates (Draine & Lee 1984 ), though our results are
airly insensitive to the choice of grain properties. To compute the
pectrum of a single-disc model, we assume all dust resides at a
ingle stellocentric distance, but that grains of each dust size have a
emperature that depends on their size (dictated by their wavelength- 
ependent emission efficiency). All grain sizes between the minimum 

ize D min and a maximum size of 10 cm are summed, with weights
et by the size distribution slope q (where d N /d D ∝ D 

2 − 3 q ). Here,
e restrict models to 10/6 < q < 12/6; below the lower bound σ tot 

ecomes dominated by large grains, and abo v e the upper bound mass
s concentrated in small grains, neither of which is thought to be the
ase for debris discs. The remaining parameter is the total surface area
f emitting dust σ tot . Given an individual disc model, the fractional
uminosity can be computed by integrating the disc spectrum and 
ividing by the stellar luminosity. For our purposes here, the benefit of 
his model compared to a simple modified blackbody is that the mm-
MNRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
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Figure 5. Plot of fractional luminosity against representative tempera- 
ture/blackbody radius, i.e. the temperature and stellocentric radius of mm 

grains. Blackbody radius depends on host stellar temperature and is thus only 
accurate for GSC 07396-00759. A selection of allowed models for the disc 
of GSC 07396-00759 is plotted as blue circles. The distributions up to 3 σ
following the same SED-fitting procedure are shown for a selection of low- 
mass host debris discs as coloured ellipses. The detection limits for the WISE 

12 micron band, WISE 22 micron band and ALMA Band 7 are plotted as 
blue, orange, and green curves, respectively. The vertical red dashed line is 
placed at 70.2 au, our best-fitting radius for GSC 07396-00759’s disc. 
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ave spectral slope is restricted by reasonable assumptions about the
ize distribution. 

To constrain the disc properties, we model the optical/IR and
LMA photometry with a star + disc model. The stellar parameters
f GSC 07396-00759 are well constrained, but the disc properties
re not, with D min , q , and σ tot spanning a wide range of parameter
pace. Ho we ver, because our method uses MultiNest (Feroz, Hobson
 Bridges 2009 ), the resulting distribution of disc parameters can be

sed to illustrate the allowed disc properties in terms of fractional
uminosity and temperature, as shown in Fig. 5 . While grains for
ny individual model have a range of temperatures, on this plot
he temperature refers to the coolest grains, i.e. the grains on
he scale of millimetres that have efficient emission of mm-wave
adiation, which have the same temperature as a blackbody. While
he fractional luminosity would follow a single locus for a pure
lackbody model, the vertical spread of points occurs because a
ange of size distributions are allowed at a given dust temperature,
ith lower q models corresponding to more blackbody-like spectra

hat have lower fractional luminosity, and higher q models giving
teeper mm-wave spectral slopes and higher fractional luminosities.
ue to the differing definitions of the reported temperatures, these

emperature values will be much lower than those found from a
odified blackbody model and so comparisons should not be drawn

etween findings of the two separate modelling techniques. 
Overall, Fig. 5 shows that the dust temperature is unlikely to

e higher than 60K, and that for dust temperatures abo v e 10 K
he disc fractional luminosity is greater than about 10 −4 . We can
lso see that our models for the disc of GSC 07396-00759 share
he space occupied by other M-dwarf discs, namely TWA 7 (Bayo
t al. 2019 ), CPD-72 2713 (Mo ́or et al. 2020 ; Tanner et al. 2020 ;
orfolk et al. 2021 ), AU Mic, and Fomalhaut C (Kennedy et al. 2013 ;
ronin-Coltsmann et al. 2021 ), with a temperature ∼10–50 K and a
lackbody radius ∼10–200 au. Ho we ver, assuming that all of the dust
olocates precisely at the best-fitting ALMA radius we can narrow
he probable range occupied by our models with our knowledge
NRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
f the disc’s observed radius which sets a limit on the blackbody
emperature in the disc. 

Imposing this restriction with our observed radius of 70 au limits,
he model coolest grains to the blackbody temperature at 70 au of
0 K, i.e. on the vertical red-dashed line in Fig. 5 . This now also
onstrains the fractional luminosity to at least abo v e 2 × 10 −4 ,
righter than Fomalhaut C’s disc but similar to the discs in the
ounger systems. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Comparison with near-IR scattered-light obser v ations 

e display a comparison of ALMA and SPHERE/IRDIS data, as well
s the ALMA best-fitting Gaussian torus model in Fig. 6 , recalling
hat the scattering phase functions have a strong effect on how flux is
istributed as a function of scattering angle for the SPHERE scattered
ight data. From the data alone, the total-intensity IRDIFS flux does
ot appear to be more extended that the ALMA Band 7 flux, or even
he ALMA dust model. The polarimetric IRDIS DPI flux ho we ver
oes visibly extend past ∼1.5 arcsec, beyond both the ALMA Band
 flux and our underlying dust distribution model, implying that
maller micron-sized dust grains are present at more distant radii
han mm-sized dust grains. To probe further, a comparison between
he models produced for each observation is needed. 

As displayed in Table 1, the disc’s PA and inclination are consistent
cross all three observations’ models. We, however, find that our
est-fitting model radius of 70.2 au supports S18 ’s model radius o v er
21’s model radius. Even the larger radius of our double power-law
odel with its larger error bounds is still interior to that of A21.
s larger dust grains are a more direct tracer of the planetesimal
irth ring, the ALMA derived radius is likely the most accurate,
ending more weight to the total intensity scattered light model
 v er the polarimetric scattered light model. This would thus imply
hat the polarimetric model is indeed o v erestimating the anisotropic
cattering factor g , as suggested by A21 themselves. That A21’s fixed
0 au radius, low g model did not account for all the flux at the distant
eaches of their observations indicates that the Hen ye y–Greenstein
rescription used by A21 is probably too simple. 
The ALMA double power law finds a much steeper outer slope

han that of S18 ’s model, limiting the physical dust presence inferred
o less than radii of 1.5 arcsec. This indicates that the shallow outer
lope of S18 ’s model and associated dust presence at outer radii, as
ell as the visually e xtensiv e flux of A21’s observations, necessitate a

trong radial pressure force to mo v e small dust grains on to eccentric
rbits. S18 note that their outer slope aligns well with predictions of
he behaviour of small dust grains in the outer regions of debris discs
nder the effects of stellar radiation and wind pressures (Strubbe &
hiang 2006 ; Th ́ebault & Wu 2008 ). For this low luminosity, but
oung and late-type system, stellar wind ram pressure is the most
ikely candidate for the pressure force, as posited in A21. The steep
uter slope also suggests the eccentricities of mm-sized grains and
lanetesimals are low, otherwise the outer slope would be smoother
Marino 2021 ). 

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the profiles of the three data sets, for
he ALMA data derived from the flux of the centre pixel along the

ajor-axis and for the SPHERE data derived from the brightest pixel
n a slice of the disc perpendicular to the major-axis at each separation
tep, the differing approaches warranted due to the significantly
igher resolution of the SPHERE data. The scattering phase functions
ill heavily dampen the visual radial extent of the disc in the scattered

ight data, thus Fig. 7 is intended for a comparison of the potential
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Figure 6. Comparison of GSC 07396-00759’s disc as imaged in ALMA Band 7 with + 2 σ , 4 σ , 6 σ , 8 σ , 10 σ contours (top, aligned with model centre at zero 
offset), ALMA best-fitting Gaussian torus model (second from the top panel), SPHERE/IRDIFS H2/H3 (second from the bottom panel) and SPHERE/IRDIS 
DPI (bottom panel). The horizontal dash-dotted lines cross through the location of the model centre for the ALMA data/model and the star for the SPHERE 

data, parallel to the major-axis of the disc. The central regions of the SPHERE data have been removed to account for the coronagraphic masks and high noise 
levels surrounding the masks. The vertical dashed lines pass through the ALMA best-fitting model radius of the disc and zero offset. 
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rightness asymmetries in each dataset rather than apparent radii. 
o we ver, e ven with the effects of the scattering phase function, the

RDIS DPI profile visibly extends beyond 1.5 arcsec and both the 
LMA Band 7 and IRDIFS profiles. 
Both S18 and A21 observe a brightness asymmetry in the disc, 

ith the south-east side brighter than the north-west, but by a larger
actor in the June 2017 S18 total intensity data than the June 2018 A21
olarimetric data. Our April 2018 ALMA observation is consistent 
ith there being no detected asymmetry, attributing the apparent dip 
n the north-west side to a noise feature. Looking at the 1 σ bounds
f the ALMA profile in Fig. 7 , we can place a limit on a possible
ub-mm brightness asymmetry of less than a factor of ∼1.5. It is not
nfeasible that a brightness asymmetry is present in the sub-mm, but 
e infer that it is very unlikely to be at the same level as seen by

RDIFS and unlikely to be at the same level as seen by IRDIS DPI.
he time baseline between observations is too short for dust causing 
n asymmetry to be remo v ed totally from the system, which would
appen on orbital time-scales of ∼750 yr, and so the asymmetry 
ust be enhanced in small grain sizes. Thus, whatever mechanism 

s causing the brightness asymmetry more strongly affects the more 
obile small micron-sized dust grains, and is not noticeably affecting 

he underlying planetesimal population nor the population of mm- 
ized dust grains. This points towards a pressure force, such as
nteraction with the interstellar medium (e.g. Debes, Weinberger 
 Kuchner 2009 ; Maness et al. 2009 ) or asymmetric small dust
roduction and/or removal such as a coronal mass ejection (Osten 
t al. 2013 ). A recent massive collision could also produce a dust
symmetry that evolves differently for dust grains with different β
alues, where β is the radial force to gravitational force ratio. In
-dwarf systems β depends strongly on the strength of the stellar 
ind, which is still an unknown for GSC 07396-00759. As β is

ize dependent, this would result in differently apparent asymmetries 
epending on the grain-size probed by the observation (Jackson et al.
014 ; Kral et al. 2015 ). 
A warp in the north-west of the disc is observed in both scattered

ight data sets. In Fig. 6 , slight evidence for a warp in the ALMA
ata may be visually identified in the north-west, but it is difficult
o extricate this from the larger noise features overlapping the north-
est of the disc as seen in Fig. 3 . The observation most likely does
ot possess the necessary resolution to unco v er a warp if one exists
n the sub-mm grain and parent planetesimal distributions. Higher 
esolution sub-mm follow up observations would allow this to be 
nvestigated. 

.2 Comparison with other M-dwarf discs 

SC 07396-00759’ s disc’ s radius of 70 au is about double that of
 U Mic’ s disc’ s radius of ∼24–40 au (Daley et al. 2019 ), and we
nd GSC 07396-00759’s disc to be of intermediary width when the
idths are presented as ratios to their radii: an FWHM of 50 au
MNRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
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Figure 7. Comparative brightness profiles of the ALMA Band 7 and 
SPHERE/IRDIS total intensity and polarimetric data. For the ALMA data, 
the flux of the centre pixel along the disc major-axis is taken at each 
separation step. For the SPHERE data, the peak brightness is taken from 

a slice of pixels at each separation step along a swathe parallel to the disc 
major-axis. Each profile is normalized to its brightest component. The grey 
swathe shows the ALMA RMS. The IRDIS DPI image has been smoothed 
by a uniform filter of width ten pixels. Zero separation is the best-fitting 
model centre from Section 3 . 

Figure 8. mm-wav e resolv ed debris disc radii plotted against host stellar 
luminosity. Error bars represent disc FWHM or upper limits. The five latest 
type stellar hosts are highlighted in colour, CPD-72 2713 is plotted without a 
width as a fixed width of 0.2 R was assumed to facilitate fitting a radius (Mo ́or 
et al. 2020 ). Transparent grey lines show a sample of 1000 power laws from 

the parameter distributions of Matr ̀a et al. ( 2018 ). 
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or GSC 07396-00759 gives ratios of 0.7 and Marino ( 2021 ) finds
 ratio of 0.97 for AU Mic, in comparison to the M-dwarf host
omalhaut C’s thinner disc with radius 26.4 au, FHWM upper limit
f 11 au and ratio upper limit of 0.42. GSC 07396-00759’s disc’s
adius is comparatively similar to the ∼60 au radius of the face-on
ebris disc around the young (7.5 ± 0.7 Myr old, Ducourant et al.
014 ) M2Ve star TWA 7 derived from marginally resolved ALMA
bservations (Bayo et al. 2019 ; Matr ̀a et al. 2019a ). TWA 7 has
lso been shown to possess considerable structure when viewed in
cattered light (Olofsson et al. 2018 ; Ren et al. 2021 ). The asymmetry
NRAS 512, 4752–4764 (2022) 
f GSC 07396-00759 could be similar to that of TWA 7, if TWA 7
ere viewed edge-on, which is apparent in scattered light but only
arginally identified in the sub-mm (Ren et al. 2021 ). CPD-72 2713’s

isc remains unusually large for its type with its radius of 140 au
Mo ́or et al. 2020 ), twice that GSC 07396-00759’s. 

To visualize these comparisons, we place GSC 07396-00759 on
he radius–luminosity plot, Fig. 8 , first presented in Matr ̀a et al.
 2018 ), with the addition of the sample presented in Sepulveda et al.
 2019 ), Fomalhaut C (Cronin-Coltsmann et al. 2021 ), and CPD-
2 2713 (Mo ́or et al. 2020 ). CPD-72 2713 is presented without a
isc width as a fixed FWHM of 0.2R was used to reduce de generac y
hile fitting for a radius in the marginally resolved observation. The

ample of mm-wave resolved discs at M0 ∼M2 is growing and is
ppearing to remain largely consistent both within the subset and
ith the greater planetary belt demographic, both in terms of the

verage of the radii across the sample and the breadth of the spread
f their radii. 
The growing sample of these discs that are resolved in both the sub-
m and scattered light will also help to elucidate the mechanisms of

tellar wind forces in this regime where the low luminosity of the host
tar is insufficient to remo v e dust grains via radiation pressure and
tellar wind forces become dominant, as is the case for GSC 07396-
0759 (S 18 ; Adam et al. 2021 ). 

.3 CO non-detection 

e searched for evidence of volatiles released by planetesimal
ollisions via the CO gas J = 3 – 2 emission line, as per our ALMA
pectral setup. We subtracted the continuum emission and visually
nspected both the dirty cube and the moment-0 map collapsed o v er
he range of velocities where emission would be expected, finding
o immediate signal. 
To increase our sensitivity to a small amount of CO, we use the

pectrospatial filtering technique first described in Matr ̀a et al. ( 2015 ),
ssuming that CO would be co-located with the dust. This method
hifts pixels in the spectral cube based on the expected Keplerian
rbital velocity at their location into a single channel to enhance
ignal; we have assumed a stellar mass of 0.62 M � (Adam et al.
021 ). Ho we ver, the edge-on disc, low stellar host mass, large disc
adius, and low spectral resolution all limit the effectiveness of the
echnique. Our spatial filter is taken from our Gaussian torus model
rom Section 4.1 , masking all pixels not co-located with model
ontinuum emission of at least 10 per cent the maximum emission. 

In Fig. 9 , we display the spectra corresponding to the spatial
lter alone, and spectrospatial filters with either assumption of the
orth-west section of the disc rotating towards us, or the south-east
ection rotating towards us. We do not detect any trace of CO gas
nd instead find a 3 σ upper limit on the CO flux of 30 mJy km s −1 ,
alculated from the RMS in combination with ALMA’s 10 per cent
ux calibration uncertainty and the effect of the correlation of
djacent channels. 

We can compare this detection limit to the detection of CO J
 3 − 2 emission in the disc of the similar luminosity M-dwarf
WA 7 (Matr ̀a et al. 2019a ). At a distance of 34 pc, an integrated
ux of 91 ± 20 mJy km s −1 was measured for TWA 7; scaling our

imit for GSC 07396-00759 to this distance gives a limit at 34 pc of
32 mJy km s −1 . This means that our observations would not have
etected a TWA 7 analogue, i.e. if GSC 07396-00759 shared the same
ollisional mass-loss rate, photodissociation time-scale, excitation
nvironment and CO mass as TWA 7, but our limit would have been
lose to the underlying CO flux. 
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The edge-on debris disc of GSC 07396-00759 4761 

Figure 9. Spatially and spectrospatially filtered CO J = 3-2 spectra for the 
debris disc around GSC 07396-00759. The 1 σ uncertainty of the spectrum is 
measured o v er a larger range of v elocities and is denoted by the horizontal 
shaded regions. The expected centre of the signal at the –5.7 ± 0.8 km s −1 

stellar radial velocity is denoted by the vertical shaded region. 
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Matr ̀a et al. ( 2019a ) derive an already large CO ice fraction of
70 per cent for TWA 7, thus we can conclude that our non-detection 

ikely does not constrain the presence of CO in the system or its ice
raction in planetesimals in a meaningful way; but we can at least
ay that the disc is not gas-rich, solidifying its status as an evolved
ebris disc and not a primordial disc like that of GSC 07396-00759’s
ompanion system V4046 Sgr. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have resolved the debris disc around the M1V star GSC 07396-
0759 in mm-wave thermal emission for the first time, making 
t one of only a small handful of M-dwarfs with resolved debris
iscs, and one of only two both fully resolved in scattered light and
hermal emission along with AU Mic. We model the geometry of the
nderlying dust distribution, and inferred birth ring of planetesimals, 
s revealed by ALMA, well constraining the disc radius to 70 . 2 + 4 . 1 

−4 . 7 au
nd sub-millimetre flux to 1 . 84 + 0 . 22 

−0 . 21 mJy. We trial a simple Gaussian
isc model as well as a double power-law model to investigate the
adial extent of the mm dust grains and find the Gaussian model
o be the more appropriate fit. We do not find the disc centre to
e significantly offset from the stellar location and so place an 
pper limit on any underlying disc eccentricity along the major-axis. 
e also do not detect the presence of CO gas within the system,

urther distancing the evolutionary states of this debris disc and the 
rimordial disc around the associated star V4046 Sgr. 
We compare our sub-millimetre findings with previous scattered 

ight observations, in both total intensity (S 18 ) and polarimetry 
Adam et al. 2021 ). Our double power-law model has a significantly
teeper outer slope in the dust distribution that the total intensity 
odel, i.e. S 18 infer micron-sized dust grains to be present at much

arger radii than we infer mm size dust grains to be present at S 18
odel thus requires a radial pressure force predominantly affecting 

maller dust grains, most likely the action of stellar wind in this low
ost star luminosity system. Our sub-millimetre radius measurement 
s a stronger tracer of the underlying planetesimal belt and so confirms 
he radius measurement made by S 18 o v er Adam et al. ( 2021 ), imply-
ng that complex behaviour of the polarized scattering phase function 
as responsible for the large radius measurement made by the latter. 
We do not significantly detect in the sub-millimetre the brightness 
symmetry apparent in both the scattered light observations. This 
mplies that the physical mechanism behind the asymmetry is a 
ressure force acting on smaller dust grains or related to asymmetric
roduction/removal of small dust. However, higher signal-to-noise 
ub-millimetre observations could still reveal an asymmetry in the 
m dust grains. Our ALMA observations are also not of significantly

igh resolution to identify any warps in this disc, as also observed in
cattered light. 

We do not have enough measurements of the disc flux in the far-
nfrared/sub-millimetre to constrain an SED for the disc. Ho we ver, 
e do explore the possible disc fractional luminosity/representative 
ust temperature parameter space to identify that the disc around 
SC 07396-00759 is likely to possess a greater fractional luminosity 

han the disc around Fomalhaut C, and could have a similar or
ven greater fractional luminosity than the discs around low-mass 
tars AU Mic, CPD-72 2713, and TWA 7. The radius of GSC 07396-
0759’s disc, almost thrice that of A U Mic’ s disc but similar to that
f TWA 7’s, places it in good agreement with the proposed radius–
uminosity relationship proposed by Matr ̀a et al. ( 2018 ), and the
isc width is moderate among the greater population of mm-wave 
esolved debris discs. 

As an edge-on M-dwarf debris disc well resolved both in the sub-
illimetre and in scattered light, and with dust features apparent 

n the scattered light that are not present in the sub-millimetre,
SC 07396-00759 is an excellent candidate for follow-up obser- 
 ations, to investigate lo w host luminosity stellar wind dominated
iscs and the source of the system’s own unique features as well as
o finally provide a true coe v al disc to compare the disco v eries from
ts twin AU Mic with. 
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nd profiles in Figs 6 and 7 were reproduced from S 18 and Adam
t al. ( 2021 ). 
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PPENDI X  A :  M O D E L L I N G  POSTERI ORS  

igs A1 and A2 show the posterior distributions of select parameters
rom the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting of the Gaussian
nd double power-law models, respectively, where parameters are
hared between our models and S18 or A21’s we have plotted their
edian parameters for comparison. As displayed in Fig. A1, the
aussian model only shows a large de generac y in the x and y offsets

nd a slight de generac y between r 0 and σ r . As displayed in Fig. A2,
he double power-law model as well as the x and y offset de generac y
here are significant degeneracies between r 0 , a in , and a out . 
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Figure A1. Posterior distributions of parameters from MCMC fitting of the Gaussian disc model. Where model parameters are shared, the median parameters 
of Adam et al. ( 2021 ) are o v erplotted in orange for comparison. 
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Figure A2. Posterior distributions of parameters from MCMC fitting of the double power-law disc model. Where model parameters are shared, the median 
parameters of S 18 are o v erplotted in orange for comparison. 
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